**Graduate Students Doctor of Philosophy**

Brown, Lauren Nicole  
Cao, Qian  
Jensen, Daniel John  
Neuapane, Avinash

**Master of Arts**

Ban, Zhaoxin  
Cavagnagh, Katherine N.  
Martinez, Lisa Nicole

**Undergraduate Students Bachelor of Arts - Geography Major**

Amite, John David  
Barrett, Hannah Elizabeth  
Benson, Isaiah Matthew  
Berd, Kelly Marie  
Bertholf, Ashley Elizabeth  
Booth, Laura Ann  
Brutta, Angelica Alex Pacobia  
Burke, Nathan Daniel  
Calderon, Andy Wallace  
Chavez Palacios, Lilian  
Chavez, Luciana  
Chen, Yangtong  
Choi, Seoyeong  
Denktaş, Ashley Pat  
Diaz, Michael Jonathan  
Dikman, Diether Lynne  
Do, Phuc  
Enholm, Nina Leslie  
Escobar, Genesis  
Feldman, Madison Elise  
Fino, Clare Rosalie  
Furtek, Marich Risztman  
Gangbo, Kenzi Fokdamiel  
Garay-Ramirez, Gustavo Angel  
Goi, John Christopher  
Grant, Stephen Byron  
Haghasheh, Mahya Azita  
Hays, Roy M. Jr  
Herbold, Kaylee Christine  
Hurst, Jenna Ashley  
Ikeda, Kenta Spencer  
Kan, Ho Kwan  
Kehrling, Corbin Gentry  
Khan, Fouad Ahmed  
Kim, Daoyao  
Knox iii, Melvin  
Lee, John (Hoe Su)  
Li, Zhi  
Lieu, Danny Khoa  
Lincoln, Alexandra Paige  
Lamboe, Jonathan Elisaasio  
Lopez Ogge, Fernando Alejandro  
Lopez, Dominique Gabrielle

**Bachelor of Arts - Geography/Environmental Studies Major**

Ayla, Katelyn  
Bojinbo, Karla Paola  
Bogajski, John David  
Canuto, Sandra Victoria  
Cardenas, Rebecca Janet  
Carrazco, Wesley  
Carr, Anthony  
Chen, Floyd N  
Choi, Dylan Tyler  
Coffin, Tary (Angela)  
Corcoran, Anna Patricia  
Corcoran-Muraro, Sergio  
Dimaggio, Xue Lianna  
Escobar, Matteo Eduardo

**Geography Minor**

Aflur, Sonia Komala  
Baguero, Daniel Jose  
Bran, Kristina  
Brown, Sorahina  
Decastro, Kyra Perez  
Ding, April (Han)  
Duong, Thao Quang Hoang

**Geography/Environmental Studies Minor**

Agayu, Mayra Sylvia Serina  
Alovadro, Ryan Susan  
Baker, Natalie Max  
Barn, Briana Nicole  
Barton, Lucy Godfrey  
Chao, Fong Kim

**Geophysical Information Systems & Technologies Minor**

Amite, John David  
Amstelve, Eliza Sage  
As, Tyler Thomas  
Ayala, Katelyn Alexander  
Barboza, Diane  
Bartner, Jack Samuel  
Burke, Nathan Daniel  
Cardenas, Rebecca Janet  
Carranza, Marisol  
Casillas, Casen Nicole  
Clark, Nicole Alexandra  
Coe, Dylan Tyler  
Coffin, Tary (Angela)  
Corcoran, Anna Patricia  
Del Toro, Natalie Jasmine  
Duong, Thao Quang Hoang  
Fink, Juliana Noel  
Fitzgerald, Kendall Lane  
Garrett, Nathan Brooks  
Gerig, Jacob August Grant  
Gonzalez, Natalie Marie  
Gu, Hanfeng  
Hai, Yichao  
Han, Crystal Da-rhum  
Handel, Hudson S  
Hardy, Kendall Marie  
Healey, Colleen Anne  
Henn, Moorea Vinzon  
Hernandez, Brandon  
Hinrichs, April  
Kang, Lindsey  
Kawano, Casey Emily  
Lai, Amanda Merl-chih  
Levin, Justin Harris  
Liu, Vivian (Meng-Huan)

**College | Social Sciences**

**Department Teaching Assistant Award**

Hudson Spivey

**Geospatial @ UCLA Summer Fellowship**

Elizabeth Ford

**Graduate Student Publication Awards**

Monica Dimson

**Trends in active restoration of tropical dry forest: Methods, metrics and outcomes**

Forest Ecology and Management 2020

Andrea Furnaro

**Neoliberal energy transitions: the renewable energy boom in the Chilean mining economy**

Environment and Planning E: Nature and Space 2019

**Blackman Family Awards**

Hannah Elizabeth Barrett, Matthew C Carter, Ana Patricia Corcoran, Ashley Pat Denktaş, Marijah Ritzman Furtek, Jacob August Grant Gerigk, Melinda Sue Mamenigle, Sienna Kathleen Rahrer, Genevieve Kay Silla, Rebecca Tan

**Undergraduate Departmental Honors**

Hannah Barrett, Matthew Carter, Angela Coffin, Marijah Furtek, Malorya Haghshehna, Moorea Hann, Daniel Leibowitz, Jaya Mapleton, Rhea Singh, Rebecca Tan

**Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society**

Kelly Marie Bernd  
Marijah Ritzman Furtek  
Lindsey Kang  
Rebecca Tan

**Soccacio, Gabriella Margaret**

Salazar, Alex John  
Sanchez, Ashley Stacey  
Sandoval, Oliver Diego  
Saunders, Tyler Anthony  
Silla, Genevieve Kay  
Singh, Rhea  
Sills, Briemine Jaclyn  
Suarez, Carlos Alberto  
Sutton, Sophie Eliza  
Tafsef, Kaleb Wendawson  
Umali, Ray  
Wallace, Rosemary C  
Wolfe, Alexander Louis  
Wong, Rachel Koke

**Valles, Nicolas C**

Vega, Mykra Celeste  
Wang, Willer (Wenbo)  
Wayne, Marijah Ashley  
Yamanotato, Ikuto

**Perez, Christopher Ernesto**

Pham, Michelle Ann Phuong  
Tiem, Arielle Leah  
Tucker, Alexandra Marie  
Vatshak, Ally (Alexandra)

**Soccacio, Gabriella Margaret**

Sandolov, Oliver Diego  
Shandy, Billy Octokpanma  
Silla, Genevieve Kay  
Stewart, Madison Nicole  
Tan, Hui Qing Rebecca  
Umali, Ray  
Warren, Constance May  
Wiese, Samantha Marie  
Winders, Allen (Michael)  
Wolfe, Alexander Louis  
Zhou, Zhijie
The Friends of Geography (FOG) is an organization of alumni, geographers, and friends dedicated to furthering the discipline of Geography at UCLA. Besides helping to provide much-needed support to the Department and sponsor various events, the group sponsors lectures by past and present geographers in various areas of expertise. FOG also offers annual scholarships to entering freshman and transfer students. In addition, FOG publishes a newsletter, The Foghorn, which serves to maintain connections between alumni, emeriti, faculty, students, and staff. To become a FOG member, make your tax-deductible check payable to "UCLA Foundation - FOG #6325" and mail it to Friends of Geography, UCLA Department of Geography, Box 951524, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1524.